Home learning activities
Sense of Hearing
Doves: 3 months -20 months.
Sensory bottles:
Use sensory bottles previously made and explore the
sounds they make. Shake some with no sound and
some that are loud or quiet. Shake them behind your
child’s head or behind your back. Can they find where
the sound is coming from? If you roll them do they
make a sound? Can they find different ways to make noises? Eg rub them,
tap them.
Learning objective: Knows that things are used in different ways.




Making music

Use objects from around the home e.g. pots, pans,
bowls, wooden or metal spoons, tin foil or pot filled with
rice. Explore the different sounds each item makes individually when you bang it, then combine some together.
Does it make a different sound? Is it louder or quieter?
Learning objective: Anticipates repeated sounds, sights and actions.

Sound path
Use a variety of materials e.g. bubble wrap, tin foil, felt, soft material or Tupperware lids, that can make a range of sounds e.g. no sound,
quiet, rustling, banging or popping. Tape them onto the floor
using masking tape. Take your child’s socks off and encourage
them to walk, crawl or hit the material with their hands or
stomp their feet.


Learning objective: Explores objects by linking together
different approaches: hitting, feeling, looking and poking.

Doves continued
Story time
Read a variety of stories to your child. Point to pictures and name objects that
you can see. “I can see a dog, a dog says Woof Woof”.
Do they babble? Do they point to pictures for you to
name? Encourage your child to turn the pages and
choose the next story they would like to listen to. They
will develop favourites.
Learning objective: Creates personal words as they
begin to develop language.


Video calling
Video call members of your family, friends or friends from
nursery. Encourage your child to communicate with them
verbally and non verbally by pointing and using gesture.


Learning objective: Is curious about people and shows interest in themselves and their family.
Starlings: 16 months– 26 months
 Dancing
Play a variety of music to your child and encourage them to move in different
ways. Move their bodies like animals, sway from side
to side like a tree blowing in the wind or disco dance
and wiggle your hips.
Learning objective: Move their whole bodies to
sounds they enjoy, such as music or a regular beat.
Making shakers
Use plastic cups or Tupperware pots and fill with dried
ingredients e.g. pasta, rice, oats or lentils. If using plastic
cups, tape two cups together to stop the ingredients falling out. Your child could also personalise their shaker using marker pens or adding stickers. Shake along to some
music.
Learning objective: To begin to hear a regular beat or pulse.


Starlings continued

Painting
Attach bells or a musical instrument to a paint brush. Play some music at
different tempos. Can they move their brush fast or
slow to make different sounds? What happens when
you stamp the brush on the paper? What happens
when you slide it side to side? Experiment with different ways of moving to create sounds.


Learning objective: Create sounds by banging, shaking and tapping.

Interactive stories
Read “We’re Going on a Bear Hunt” by Michael
Rosen (or another favourite book) and use household items to represent events in the story e.g.
shake a pot of jelly for the mud, use a concertina
fan for the snow storm. Say the refrain together.


Learning objective: Repeats words or phrases from familiar stories.



Sound match

Collect a variety of toys / objects and sit opposite your child. Make the noise
of one of the objects and see if your child can
correctly guess what it is and pick it up. If they
can’t guess by the sound then give them a clue
relating to how the object looks eg colour, size,
shape.

Learning objective: To begin to notice features of objects in their
environment.

Kingfishers 2-3 years.


What can you hear?

Gather a selection of different pulses eg rice, lentils,
pumpkin seeds, cornflakes. (Close supervision needed due to choking hazard). Sprinkle them onto a
sheet of metal or tinfoil. What can you hear? Extend
this activity by sprinkling them onto different materials eg plastic bag, duvet. Do they still sound the
same? Why/ why not?
Learning objective: To explore and learn how sounds can be changed.



Music time

Lay out a selection of musical instruments. Take turns to close your eyes (or use
a scarf as a blindfold) whilst someone plays the instrument. Can you guess which one it was. Can you describe
the sound you heard? Model for your child so they know
what to do. If you don’t have any formal ‘instruments’
make some eg paper on a comb, bang the back of 2
spoons together, blow across the top of a bottle etc

Learning objective: To show interest in the way sound are made.


Musical bumps

Play some music and dance around together. When the
music stops sit down as fast as you can! The ‘winner’ is
the one who sits down first. Show your child how to operate the music and take turns being the DJ. Use a variety of
dance moves, be silly and have fun!
Learning objective: To imitate movement to music and begin to move
rhythmically.

Kingfishers continued.


Rainbow Xylophone

Collect glass jars and carefully pour in
different amounts of water to each one.
Mix with some food colouring. Use a
spoon to tap the glass jars in turn and
make music. Can they distinguish
between the different sounds the jars
make? Talk about why this happens. Can
you play a recognisable song? Or make one up?
Learning objective: To begin to show control when pouring and filling items.
Singing
Make your own song bag using toys to represent different songs, ask your child
for song ideas too. Ask your child to select a toy
from the bag eg if they choose the bus, together
you sing ‘The Wheels on the Bus go round and
round’. If you stop singing can your child continue?
Extend this activity by humming a song– do they
recognise it?


Learning objective: Enjoy joining in with songs and rhymes and develop
favourites
Preschool 3 + years.
Make a wind chime
Use a selection of recycling objects e.g. tin can, pots, old
cutlery etc. Attach them to some string or ribbon and hang
them in the garden. What can you hear? What is the best
weather to make your chime work?


Learning objective: To construct with a purpose in mind
and problem solve how to attach the pieces.

Preschool continued
1,2,3, where are you?
Just like hide and seek one person counts whilst the others hide. Whilst the
seeker is looking for the others s/he calls out “1,2,3,
where are you?” The people hiding must respond
“1,2,3, I’m over here.” You then follow the sound of
their voices to discover their hiding place.
Learning objective:
Counting in sequence and listening to sounds in their surroundings, distinguishing any noises heard. To follow the rules of the game.
What makes a sound?
Gather a selection of resources and experiment with
which ones make a sound when shaken. Have a
sheet of paper to record the results. Extend this activity by predicting first and then testing them out.
Some resources you could use are feathers,
Weetabix, musical instruments, keys, empty cup, a
full bottle of water and a half full bottle of water.
Learning objective:
To explore how sounds can be made and how an object’s material, weight
and capacity can influence this. To use simple marks to record data.

Pre school continued

Directions Game
Give directions to your child eg ‘go 2 steps forwards then 1 step to the left’.
Gradually make the directions longer and more complicated. If they muddle
left and right hold up their left hand (back of hand towards themselves) and
trace the ‘L’ made by their left index finger and thumb. Stress ‘left’ starts with
the sound ‘L’. Vary the game by including vocabulary such as ‘behind’, ‘in
front of’, ‘underneath’. Swap, so they give directions for you to listen to and
follow.


Learning objective:
To understand and use positional vocabulary

Painting to Music
Play a wide variety of music from lots of different genres eg classical, pop,
rock, jazz. Try and include tracks with different musical elements eg high melody line, pumping bass, rhythmic marching etc. Find a gigantic piece of paper
(back of wall paper roll is ideal) or stick several pieces together. Fix it to the
floor/patio. Have several pots of paint and brushes available. Play the music
and ask your child to ‘paint’ how it makes them feel. After 2 minutes change
the music to a different genre. Ask your child if they wish to change paints or
move position around the paper. Continue as long as they want to—then
admire the abstract masterpiece they have
created!


Learning objective:
To create freely and express their feelings about
music in a non verbal way

